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The need for GRC software is rapidly increasing due to the growing complexity and maturity of regulatory compliance and business risk.
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GRC Technology Observations and Key Trends

Happening in GRC Technology Right Now
The pandemic has reshaped organizations’ perspectives on the need for agile responses under uncertain 
circumstances. Businesses must prioritize continuity plans that mitigate risks and increase business 
resilience to a host of uncertain factors.

Prioritization of Business Continuity

The FBI reported a 400% increase in cyberattacks 
since the onset of the pandemic. Data has rapidly 

become one of the most valuable assets, increasing 
the need for heightened internal security.

Heightened Focus on Internal Security

GRC processes and responsibilities span all business operations. Businesses are 
redistributing risk management throughout the organization rather than siloing 

responsibilities to GRC managers by implementing integrated risk management tools.

Redistribution of Risk Management

Companies will benefit by deploying robust and nimble software solutions 
that can quickly adapt to changing regulations.

Increasingly Complex and Volatile Regulatory Environment 

Implementation of robotic process automation 
(RPA) solutions will contribute to more effective 
and efficient compliance reporting processes.

Adoption of Automation

Assessing risk and building sustainable economic growth are greatly dependent on an 
organization’s ability to manage environmental risk and regulation processes. 

Integrating ESG Risk Mitigation
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Perspectives on GRC Technology

Environment, Social, and Governance (ESG)

Solutions designed to manage, track, and measure ESG metrics and performance

Integrated Risk Management (IRM)

Practices and processes supported by risk awareness and enablement technologies that improve decision-making and performance through integration and                                                                                          
management of risk control

Solutions designed to manage business compliance 
and risk standards

Governance, Risk, and Compliance (GRC) IT and Operational Risk Management

Select Market Participants Key Trends Select Market Participants Key Trends

• Corporate risk and compliance solutions 
that manage the ever-increasing 
complexities and inherent risks that 
confront organizations today

• Compliance-centric tools that help protect 
an organization’s customers, business, and 
brand from systemic risks

• Holistic solutions that can address 
regulatory, financial, IT, or vendor risk

• Operational risk tools that enable risk 
assessment, risk decision-making, and risk 
control at a tactical level
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What We’re Reading

Corporate Compliance Insights

Companies relying on AI tools for internal operations and consumer-facing content in M&A transactions face potential risks such as undisclosed 
liabilities, cybersecurity vulnerabilities, and legal uncertainties. To address these concerns, thorough addressment of the seller's AI use and 
inclusion of comprehensive representation and warranty language in purchase agreements are crucial.

Read the full article here

AI Risks in M&A Transactions

Gen AI: Leaders Have High Expectations — and Governance, Equity Concerns

Anti-Money Laundering Experts say Software, Not Hiring, Will Keep Them Ahead of Financial Crime

Risk Leaders Must Understand What AI Is — and What It’s Not

• ESG: EHS, and SCRM Sector Update

Link to Read

Recent Harris Williams Technology and 
Compliance Content

Link to Read

• Renewables & Distributed Energy

Link to Read

• Beneficial Reuse and the Circular Economy: Waste
Management Overview

Compliance Week

U.S. banks and nonbank financial institutions found, that despite the recent surge in anti-money laundering (AML) employees, nearly all 
respondents said growing their departments’ headcounts alone won’t keep up with the emerging risks. Instead, the key to combating ever-
increasing financial crime attacks is implementing software that utilizes AI and data analytics tools to detect fraud efficiently and effectively.

Read the full article here

The Wall Street Journal

A recent survey revealed most leaders anticipate Gen AI will transform their organizations in three years, while only a quarter feel "highly" or 
"very highly" prepared to handle governance and risk issues related to Gen AI adoption. Leaders expressed concern about talent shortages, 
governance, and risk barriers.

Read the full article here

Corporate Compliance Insights

In 2023, AI became integral in governance, risk, and compliance, aiding leaders in coping with growing complexity. From real-time risk 
assessment to generative AI's role in report generation, organizations embrace AI to streamline processes, reduce costs, and enhance GRC 
strategies, although challenges like biases and ethical considerations emphasize the need for human oversight.

Read the full article here

https://www.corporatecomplianceinsights.com/ai-risk-merger-transactions/
https://www.harriswilliams.com/our-insights/compliance-tech-grc-ehs-scrm-q1-24
https://assets.ctfassets.net/xpbu77rkft4z/26XMEab51dUGrdb3cNZSLG/69fd11d0ec1d3e32f02dc76c0802597a/EPI_TECH_Sector_Brief_Renewables___Distributed_Energy__Q3_2023.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/xpbu77rkft4z/1zxpKQEe0uTLW09p41iBO6/90e7cab0d6eed0818e07c31896d72cb5/EPI_TECH_Sector_Brief_Renewables___Distributed_Energy_Q4_2023_final__1_.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/xpbu77rkft4z/5ppjOygVXGhJnXiyskeDzB/ed703ce8e992cef9e97d6e9db3f38613/Harris_Williams_-_Opportunities_in_the_Circular_Economy.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/xpbu77rkft4z/5ppjOygVXGhJnXiyskeDzB/ed703ce8e992cef9e97d6e9db3f38613/Harris_Williams_-_Opportunities_in_the_Circular_Economy.pdf
https://www.complianceweek.com/surveys-and-benchmarking/aml-pros-say-tech-not-hiring-will-keep-them-ahead-of-financial-crime/34170.article
https://deloitte.wsj.com/riskandcompliance/gen-ai-leaders-have-high-expectationsand-governance-equity-concerns-c34d926c
https://www.corporatecomplianceinsights.com/risk-leaders-ai/
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Select H2 2023 GRC Technology Transactions

Target

November 1, 2023

• Adenza is a provider of mission-critical, risk management, regulatory reporting, and capital markets software,
primarily serving the financial services industry

• The acquisition by Nasdaq further expands the company’s capabilities in supporting the global financial services 
ecosystem with mission-critical solutions designed to manage risk and compliance 

Nasdaq acquires Adenza

Buyer

November 23, 2023

• GBTEC is a provider of business process management and governance, risk, and compliance software and 
consulting services, assisting organizations with modeling, analysis, optimization, and business processes

• The investment by Carlyle will further accelerate the company's international expansion and help develop its 
product portfolio, particularly in the digital process automation unit

Carlyle acquires majority stake in GBTEC

Target Investor Target Buyer

November 22, 2023

• OP Central is a provider of a compliance management platform, enabling organizations to eliminate human error,
enhance operational productivity, and manage daily targets

• The acquisition of OP Central will further Ideagen’s goal to augment their solution suite for customers while 
increasing their geographical footprint in Australia

Ideagen acquires OP Central

Target

November 16, 2023

• EQS is a provider of corporate compliance, investor relations, and ESG software, assisting companies in fulfilling 
their legal and regulatory obligations

• The acquisition by Thoma Bravo will provide additional funding for accelerated product innovation, potential
add-on acquisitions, and other future growth initiatives

Thoma Bravo acquires EQS

Buyer

Target

December 12, 2023

• Quantivate is a provider of governance, risk, and compliance solutions, primarily serving banks, credit unions,
and other institutions in the financial services industry

• The acquisition by Ncontracts will add complementary solutions that will provide expanded services for
customers, further solidifying Ncontracts’ position as a leader in the integrated risk management sector

Ncontracts acquires Quantivate

BuyerTarget

December 20, 2023

• Kantola is a provider of online compliance training solutions focused on harassment prevention and DEI
initiatives helping to change perspectives, achieve regulatory compliance, and elevate culture

• The acquisition of Kantola will strengthen Traliant’s portfolio of online compliance training courses, and 
underscores their continued investment in modern compliance training solutions

Traliant acquires Kantola Training Solutions

Buyer
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Select H2 2023 GRC Technology Transactions

Target

July 12, 2023

• CyberGRX is a provider of third-party risk assessment software, equipping organizations with cyber risk
intelligence, predictive risk insights, and a portfolio-wide view of security gaps

• The acquisition by ProcessUnity will extend program workflows to the combined customer base, creating one of
the world’s largest global cyber risk exchanges to centralize and standardize vendor risk management

ProcessUnity acquires CyberGRX 

Buyer

October 19, 2023

• WhistleBlower Security is a provider of ethics and compliance reporting solutions, empowering organizations to
offer a secure and confidential platform for reporting potential ethics breaches from their employees

• The acquisition by Case IQ will expand their intake platform to ensure incidents are reported accurately and 
thoroughly, enabling companies to better manage internal risks

Case IQ acquires WhistleBlower Security

Target Buyer Target Investor

October 9, 2023

• Rethink Compliance is a provider of customizable compliance and ethics training, programs, and educational
content, assisting organizations with fostering a modern, compliant workforce and culture

• The investment by Cypress Growth Capital will enable the company to expand their existing compliance content
library and scale their team to match the increasing demand for the product

Rethink Compliance receives growth investment from Cypress Growth Capital

Target

August 30, 2023

• Hyperproof is a provider of compliance, risk, and security software, enabling visibility into organizational risks,
streamlining auditing processes, and reducing ever-growing compliance workloads

• The growth investment from Riverwood will enable the company to expand its solution suite and develop new
products with advanced heuristics and artificial intelligence to automate manual processes

Hyperproof receives growth investment from Riverwood Capital

Investor

Target

October 26, 2023

• GAN Integrity is a provider of GRC technology, enabling proactive, integrated, real-time management and 
monitoring of third-party and employee risk, ethics, and compliance programs

• The investment by Apax will accelerate product development and provide support for potential add-on 
acquisitions and other future growth initiatives

Apax Partners makes significant growth investment in GAN Integrity

InvestorTarget

October 30, 2023

• Aosphere is a provider of cross border online legal analysis, enabling clients to leverage proper legal data and 
services for their respective global geographical footprints

• The acquisition by Inflexion will provide financial support to fulfill the company’s immediate goal of accelerated 
growth via pursuing M&A opportunities and geographical expansion into the United States

Inflexion acquires aosphere 

Investor
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Indexed Stock Price Performance for the period December 2022 – December 2023 Indexed Stock Price Performance for the period December 2018 – December 2023

+96.0%

+26.7%

Compliance Technology Public Company Trended Stock Performance1

Public Company Stock Performance – Past 12 Months Public Company Stock Performance – 5 Years
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Diversified Compliance Technology S&P 500

+25.6%

+130.3%

Diversified Compliance Technology
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17.0x

8.7x

20.5x
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Compliance Technology Public Company Operating and Valuation Metrics2

Median EV / LTM Revenue

Median EV / NTM Revenue

Median EV / LTM EBITDA

Median EV / NTM EBITDA

LTM Revenue Growth

NTM Revenue Growth

LTM EBITDA Margin

Rule of 40 (Growth +  Margin)

Public Company – Operating Metrics Public Company – Valuation Metrics

Diversified Compliance Technology

10.2x

2.6% 

31.4% 

5.1% 

43.5%
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GRC Technology Market Landscape
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Established GRC Platforms

Emerging GRC Platforms

IT and Vendor Risk Business Continuity

To view the full market map, please contact
technologyinsights@harriswilliams.com

Financial Services ComplianceEthics and Compliance

mailto:technologyinsights@harriswilliams.com
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G L O B A L  I N V E S T M E N T  B A N K

Technology Coverage Areas
› Application Software › Infrastructure & Security Software › IT & Managed Services

Sector Coverage Areas
› Architecture, Engineering 

& Construction 

› Education 

› Human Capital Management

› Pharma

› Compliance

› Government & Public Sector

› Industrial

› Legal

› Real Estate & Property Tech

› eCommerce & Retail

› Healthcare

› Office-of-the-CFO

› Supply Chain & Logistics

Thematic Focus Areas

› SaaS/Cloud

› Integrated Payments

› Digital Transformation

› AI/Machine Learning
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Pending 
Acquisition by 

Strategic Acquirer

Thierry Monjauze
Head of Technology Group
Managing Director
tmonjauze@harriswilliams.com
+44 207 518 8901

Erik Szyndlar
Technology Group
Managing Director
eszyndlar@harriswilliams.com
(415) 217-3418

Brian Titterington
Technology Group
Managing Director
btitterington@harriswilliams.com
(415) 217-3425

Mat Tsui
Technology Group
Director
mtsui@harriswilliams.com
+44 20 7518 8926

Contact Us

Julien Oussadon
Technology Group
Managing Director
joussadon@harriswilliams.com
+44 20 7518 8909

GRC 
Software
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Harris Williams Compliance Technology Experience

Selected Compliance Tech Experience

Harris Williams Client Engagement Spotlight

Reporting 21 is a provider of innovative environmental, social, and governance (ESG) 
performance solutions and advisory services to financial institutions and corporations.

Company Background

The transaction delivered another successful outcome within the EHS software sector. 
Reporting 21’s profile has a strong fit within Cority’s investment mandate and will further 
support the customer base as the company pursues its growth and expansion strategy in 
the years ahead. 

Harris Williams served as exclusive financial advisor to Cority in this transaction.

Successful Outcome
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Harris Williams Client Engagement Spotlight

GAN Integrity is a provider of technology that enables proactive, integrated, real-time 
management and monitoring of third-party and employee risk, ethics, and compliance 
programs.

Company Background

The transaction delivered another successful outcome within the GRC software sector. 
This investment by Apax aligns with their mission to partner with and support companies 
with sustainable business practices and will allow GAN to accelerate product development 
and better serve the growing demands of global brands for risk, ethics, and compliance 
management software technology. 

Harris Williams served as exclusive financial advisor to Apax Partners in this transaction.

Successful OutcomePending Acquisition 
by Strategic Acquirer

3x

GRC 
Software
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Harris Williams is a global investment bank specializing in M&A and private capital advisory 

services. Clients worldwide rely on us to help unlock value in their business and turn ambitious 

goals into reality. We approach every engagement with boundless collaboration, pooling 

expertise and relationships across industries, service offerings, and geographies.

G L O B A L  I N V E S T M E N T  B A N K

Proven Expertise Core Values That Drive SuccessDeep Industry Experience

Boston  |  Chicago  |  Cleveland  |  Frankfurt  |  London  |  Minneapolis  |  New York  |  Richmond  |  San Francisco  |  Washington, D.C.

Aerospace, Defense & 
Government Services Business Services

Consumer
Energy, Power & 

Infrastructure

Transportation &
LogisticsTechnology

Industrials
Healthcare &
Life Sciences

M E R G E R S  &  
A C Q U I S I T I O N S

P R I M A R Y  F U N D  
P L A C E M E N T

P R I V A T E  C A P I T A L  
S O L U T I O N S

Revenue from 
repeat clients75%
Managing Directors 
promoted from within87%
Year 
history30+

12
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Important Disclosures
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Harris Williams (“HW”) is a trade name under which Harris Williams LLC, Harris Williams Private Capital Advisory Ltd., Harris Williams & Co. Ltd., and Harris Williams & Co. Corporate Finance Advisors GmbH conduct business. Harris Williams LLC is a
registered broker-dealer and a member of FINRA/ SIPC. Harris Williams & Co. Ltd. is a private limited company incorporated under English law with company number 07078852 and its registered office at 13th floor, One Angel Court, London EC2R
7HJ, UK; it is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (the “FCA”). Harris Williams Private Capital Advisory Ltd. is an Appointed Representative of Mirabella Advisers LLP, which is authorised and regulated by the FCA (FCA
number 606792). Harris Williams & Co. Corporate Finance Advisors GmbH is registered in the commercial register of the local court of Frankfurt am Main, Germany under HRB 107540 and with VAT No. DE321666994. Harris Williams & Co.
Corporate Finance Advisors GmbH’s registered address is Bockenheimer Landstrasse 33-35, 60325 Frankfurt am Main, Germany (email: hwgermany@harriswilliams.com); and its Geschäftsführer/Managing Director is Paul Poggi.

HW is an affiliate of The PNC Financial Services Group Inc., which, together with its subsidiaries and affiliates and their agents (collectively, “PNC”), engages in a broad range of businesses. PNC may have had, and may currently or in the future have,
business with or ownership in the Company and its related persons, potential parties to the proposed transaction and their related persons, or their competitors, customers, or suppliers. When HW is engaged to provide adviser services in a
transaction, HW is acting only for its client in connection with the proposed transaction.

The distribution of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law, and accordingly, recipients of this document represent that they are able to receive this document without contravention of any registration requirement or other
legal restrictions in the jurisdictions in which they reside or in which they conduct business.

This document does not contain all the information needed to assess any transaction. You must conduct your own investigations and analyses. HW does not provide accounting, tax, investment, regulatory, or legal advice to anyone. This document
is for discussion purposes only and is not a recommendation, offer, or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any security or an invitation or inducement to engage in any transaction or investment activity. HW obtained the information in this
document from Company and/or third-party sources. HW has not independently verified such information and no obligation is undertaken to provide updated or additional information. No representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is
made in relation to the fairness, accuracy, correctness, or completeness of the information, opinions, or conclusions expressed herein. All forward-looking statements herein involve assumptions and elements of subjective judgment and analysis
and are not facts. Nothing in this document guarantees future results or performance.

This document is only being distributed to, and only made available to, and directed at: (a) persons who are outside the United Kingdom; (b) persons in the United Kingdom who have professional experience in matters relating to investments
falling within Article 19(5) of the U.K. Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005, as amended (the “Order”); (c) high net worth entities and other persons to whom it may otherwise lawfully be communicated falling
within Article 49(2)(a) and (d) of the Order; or (d) any other person to whom this document may otherwise lawfully be communicated or caused to be communicated (all such persons in [b] to [d] together being referred to as “Relevant Persons”).
This document must not be acted on or relied on by persons who are not Relevant Persons. In the U.K., any investment or investment activity to which this document relates is only available to, and will be engaged with, relevant persons.

mailto:hwgermany@harriswilliams.com
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Public Market Operational and Valuation Metrics 1 2
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As of December 31, 2023

$ in Millions Market Enterprise % of 52-Week LTM LTM Enterprise Value / For Charts

Company Capitalization Value High Gross Margin EBITDA Margin LTM Revenue NTM Revenue LTM EBITDA NTM EBITDA

Compliance Technology - Diversified

Intercontinental Exchange $73,509 $96,330 99.4% 100.0% 62.2% 12.8x 10.6x 20.5x 17.0x

Thomson Reuters Corporation 66,818 68,766 99.1% 39.8% 29.9% 10.2x 9.7x 34.1x 25.0x

RELX 46,119 54,601 60.1% 64.3% 31.4% 4.7x 4.5x 15.0x 11.8x

Wolters Kluwer 34,186 36,887 95.4% 71.0% 29.1% 6.1x 5.9x 20.8x 18.3x

Nasdaq 33,545 38,267 91.0% 57.9% 56.6% 10.7x 8.7x 18.9x 15.8x

Median $46,119 $54,601 95.4% 64.3% 31.4% 10.2x 8.7x 20.5x 17.0x

Source: S&P Capital IQ
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